
“I paint with my letters but that doesn’t matter. Although 

one sweet colour helps to recover 🌸  
 
Moreover, p-inktober is not just for drafters,  
to open their drawers. But also for drifters, seeking their 
closure.” 
 
“Drifting, uplifting.  
Surviving, not shifting.  

And me using ink in a book all about this 📖 ” 
 
Wishing well to the brave, stay healthy, be safe.   

Surfing all the way 🏄 🖌 ” 
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#inktober #thinkpink

P-Inktober news 🎀
Inktober. Painting’s never over. Flowers and clovers, drove 
her to draw more. Not just in colours…



Poem for Olivia 🎀 🎤 🎶
 

Olivia, dear, you are still near.  
We never met, but still I feel, I know your feels. 

They helped me heal.  
Like so many unfortunate, I can relate to your fate.  
But still can’t imagine what you’ve gone through.  
 
Your thoughts are yours. Now you’re in ours.  
You fought so true, you brought us gold.   

And taught that old can still feel new.  Like Xanadu 🛼  
 
Your win has cost. You’re never lost. It rains stardust.  

On your catwalk of Bodytalk 🎶 .  
 

 “Sandy, Sandy, surf sunkissed🎞 .  
You will be missed.  
Angel Aussie on every glossy” 
 
Bye, so long 
My story holds a favourite song.

Or two. Or three. For you. For me. 🎶  
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🌸 🛼 🏄 👋



To employers 🎀
worldwide 

For breast cancer awareness month,
this think pink story might leave you stunned
please keep this in mind📩
“Always treat recovered patients kind

Grant them genuine support,
when they reach back out to work.
What might seem unbelievable
and truly inconceivable, 

is covered up sometimes. 
“Some of us are shoved aside,
despite a source;  
a source of force, a human resource

Always treat a staff that’s loyal, 
with respect as towards royals
dignity is for keeps,
they deserve it heaps.

This disease 
removes all ease, 
leaves a body 
and a mental blow.

to my brothers, sisters, 
don’t let any wrong thing grow
screening’s key, 
for you. for me

     
    but when your loyal workers show, 

       please spare them of a second blow”  
🙏

#breastcancerawareness #aftercare 
#humanresources #workethics #oktober 
#2022
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